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Discord and Harmony in the LNG Industry
•

The LNG value chain, so long thought to be rigid and inflexible has clearly changed – the last 6 months
are proof
– Biggest change – flexible LNG trading structures
– What caused that change and what does it mean for the future?

•

Global LNG Market is much more liquid and less dependent on any LNG producer or downstream market
– Supply has expanded – 427 MTPA liquefaction capacity in 21 countries (GIIGNL)
– Import infrastructure has ballooned – 920 MTPA regasification Capacity in 42 countries (GIIGNL)
– Shipping has expanded to keep pace – over 600 LNG vessels are now in service (GIIGNL)
– Global LNG trade has ballooned to almost 360 MT (Shell)
– The rapid change is likely increasing the rate of change as well

•

The LNG market has grown increasingly complex over the past decade – more participants and a broader
variety of trading strategies, with an increasing focus on shorter-term and spot contracts
– Did growth cause trading or did trading cause growth?
– Which came first, the Chicken or the Egg?
– Or in the words of the Talking Heads the song Once in a Lifetime, “And you may ask yourself, well How did I get
here?”
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Discord and Harmony in the LNG Industry (2)
•

Traditional LNG Liquefaction Project Model
– Sell 90%+ of all LNG to be produced to creditworthy customers
– Term of 20 years (or close)
– Pricing – oil-linked, NBP-linked (UK) or TTF-linked (NW Europe)
– Fixed-destination (or limited destination), potentially with profit sharing for diversions
– Based on a limited world of buyers and sellers

•

Long-term offtake model, limited market and other factors hinder the development of LNG trading

•

Short-term trading in the traditional world
– Private deals in a club environment, with severely limited liquidity and LNG pricing generally reflecting oil prices
– “Traditional” trading market has existed for almost 20 years, but the market was limited and grew very slowly

•

LNG Buyers were seeking more “flexibility”
– Exposure to oil prices and high price levels – diversity of pricing sought
– Inability to manage quantity or to optimize – shorter terms and destination flexibility sought
– Changing end-use markets, gas price competition and competing fuels – more competitive supply is sought
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Discord and Harmony in the LNG Industry (3)
•

Core Tension for LNG Producers and Buyers
– LNG producers require long-term offtake commitments to develop and finance multi-billion dollar liquefaction
facilities – stability, creditworthiness and certainty of offtake over a long period are needed, and this has not
changed
– To grow and manage a larger, more diverse global LNG market, Buyers require shorter contract tenors,
diversified pricing structures, destination flexibility and volume flexibility – most of which inhibit LNG liquefaction
project development and financing
– Competitive goals and tension but despite that tension, long-term supply and traded LNG have grown
substantially over the last 20 years
– These tensions continue, despite the growth of the global gas market the drives the development of long-term
LNG supplies and expansion of traded LNG
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Traded Cargoes in a Long-Term Supply World
•

Support for Growth of Long-Term LNG Supply
– Growth in availability of natural gas –
technology, shale, offshore and new discoveries
= supply expansion
– Buyers and customers believe the story of
natural gas and its availability at competitive
prices
– Sponsors, banks, export credit agencies and
other lenders have provided the equity and debt
needed to build the LNG liquefaction projects
– Buyers have committed to long-term,
financeable offtake agreements with LNG
liquefaction projects, including an increasing
commitment to equity LNG cargoes by project
sponsors
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Traded Cargoes in a Long-Term Supply World (2)
•

Support for Growth of Traded LNG
– Same growth in gas supply supported a substantial increase in the number of exporters and importers
• greater depth, diversity, complexity and new commercial relationships promote trading and reliance on the “market” for
supply and demand

– Liquefaction project developers became more flexible
• Destination flexibility without profit sharing agreed, combined with a toll / cancellation fee keeping their economics whole
• Changes to traditional pricing mechanisms have become increasingly common, including hybrid formulas

– Aggregators (mostly IOCs and NOCs) with diverse marketing portfolios (and increasingly traders) – committed
to long-term offtake while developing short- and medium-term trading from that portfolio
– Growth of global arbitrage opportunities due to expansion of the role of LNG in numerous countries – market
incentives to respond to disruptions (e.g., an extreme demand spike like Fukushima)
– FSRUs and the reduced cost of developing regasification facilities – new markets are opened
– LNG fleet kept pace and became increasingly cost-effective, while avoiding major accidents
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Traded Cargoes in a Long-Term Supply World (3)
•

The result in today’s market
– Traded LNG (no long-term contract) increased by double digit
percentages in the last three years
– 1,600 Spot Cargoes in 2019 (Shell)
– 119 MT of LNG imported in 2019 on a spot or short-term basis
(34% of Global LNG trade – GIIGNL)
• Ramp-up of flexible volumes from the US and from Australia and
increase in LNG volumes handled by traders and portfolio players
• US accounts for 20% of the spot and short-term volumes, followed by
Australia with a 16.7% market share.
• “True” spot volumes (i.e., volumes delivered within three months from
the transaction date) reached 27% of total imports in 2019

– Bloomberg reported on July 28, 2020 that the “churn rate” for JKM
derivatives is equal to almost “one” for ﬁrst time
• While HHI is 40x the consumption rate of gas, the quickly growing
churn rate for LNG reflects a rapidly expanding and liquid market

– Flexible regasification capacity – 37 FSRUs and 46 vessels with a
capacity of less than 50,000 cubic meters

•

Flexibility of Traded LNG was tested in 2020 – clearing prices
were tested and cancellation rights have been exercised
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Price Formation in LNG Trading
•

Spot LNG prices have diverged from a traditional link to oil
– Recent oil downturn did not have a direct correlative effect on LNG prices
– LNG becoming an increasingly flexible commodity that responds to demand signals from downstream markets

•

Sources of Spot and Short-Term LNG prices for Traded LNG
– Specific spot cargos traditionally based on fixed price per MMBtu (but market changing)
– Downstream traded gas markets (NBP, TTF), net of regasification costs
– Tenders – Buyers and Sellers (typically shorter-term sales)
• For Buyers – both short- and long-term tenders for deliveries making use of open import and regasification capacity (e.g.,
power companies in Malaysia, Thailand and the Philippines)
• For Buyers, pricing generally reflects local market requirements, especially for gas-to-power deals in a regulated system or
pursuant to fixed PPA
• For Sellers – sale of un-marketed offtake or seasonal quantities at “best” prices
• Pricing differs from tender to tender

– Linkage to oil index pricing remains common
– LNG price quotations are becoming increasingly common for Traded LNG, especially in NW Asia
• JLC and JKM-linked pricing even moved to term LNG contracts during 2018 and 2019
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Price Formation in LNG Trading (2)
•

Influence of Platt’s JKM as a floating forward price for LNG
– JKM quoted as early as 2009, but use has expanded rapidly over the last 5 years
– Current quotation based Platt’s Market-on-Close (MOC) process (including eWindow input)
– In 2019, Platts has reported that the number of JKM-linked bids and offers in the Platts physical MOC process
has increased by over 300% year-over-year
– Physical bids, oﬀers and trades on Platt’s MOC more than doubled in February 2020 versus 2019
– JKM not only being used as a pricing mechanism for Traded LNG but also as the basis for financial trades,
including recent derivatives trades
• Essar Steel closed a three-year buy tender starting in 2021 on a JKM basis
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Financial Derivatives – a Changing Market
•

Increased trading of physical cargoes has lead to an increased desire for hedging instruments and other
derivatives, especially as trading houses have increased their presence in the market

•

The two contracts (10,000 MMBtu) already based on the JKM are offered by the Intercontinental
Exchange (ICE) and CME Group
– In December 2018, more than 17,000 contracts traded, reportedly 10 times as many contracts as traded in
January 2017

•

At the rate trade in ICE JKM is growing, it could be fully liquid (commonly viewed as around 10x the
physical market) in five years

•

Moves away from regulated gas prices in Japan, Korea and China will further support the growth of
hedging instruments, as the regulated systems typically have not rewarded the use of hedges
– Hedging losses are not passed through to the ratepayers, while hedging profits would only result in rate
reductions

•

CME has announced the first physically deliverable US LNG futures contract at Cheniere Energy’s Sabine
Pass LNG, but given market conditions, it is not clear whether this instrument has been heavily used

•

Physical futures present an intriguing possibility for the growth of LNG trading but likely are limited to
FOB loading facilities at this time, as most open access regasification facilities do not have capacity
transfer mechanisms that could be similarly traded in a short timeframe
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Where Do We Go From Here?

•

The flexibility of the LNG trading market has been critical to the industry’s response to the rapid pullback in LNG
demand in the last 6 months and has highlighted the development of the LNG industry

•

The growth of the Global LNG trade has been phenomenal over the last 10 years, and by 2040 that trade is expected
to almost double to 700 MT, with 70% of that demand growth projected in Asia – even more change is ahead

•

The growth of additional LNG liquefaction currently requires commitments by creditworthy, long-term offtakers
based on pricing mechanisms that allow for financing of those projects, and LNG spot market prices are not
currently a workable substitute

•

However, the rapid growth of Traded LNG and the increasing use of JKM pricing for physical LNG trades and
derivatives, as well as its recent use in term LNG sales, represents a real possibility for a de-linked LNG price that
could radically change the way the LNG markets operate in the coming years
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Top Ranked Global Energy Law Firm
“‘Client-oriented and responsive’ Baker Botts L.L.P. scores highly for its ‘excellent energy capital markets expertise.’”
-Legal 500 US, 2018

“Baker Botts L.L.P.’s signature strength in
energy law complements the firm's
specialized debt securities capability.”
–Legal
500 US 2019
“Top-tier practice with a deep bench of
corporate lawyers offering a broad range of
services, including financing, M&A and
securities offerings. Team regularly represents
leading energy institutions, often assisting
companies with large transactions…sterling
private equity capabilities, regularly
"On the finance
the teamofis really
completing sophisticated
M&A front
on behalf
exceptional.“
funds and portfolio companies.” -Chambers USA 2020
-Chambers
USA 2018
“Prominent
energy group with an excellent
reputation for transactions... Significant
experience with project financing and
development, as well as M&A, joint ventures
and other investment transactions.”
-Chambers USA 2018
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2019-2020
Nat’l Tier 1 – Energy Law
&
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Law

Band 1 in USA Projects:
Oil & Gas
for 10 years running

2016 - 2019 Legal 500 US
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Industry Focus – Energy
Transactions: Oil & Gas

Band 1 in USA - LNG
for
5 years running

Recognized for
Top Client Service

2016 – 2019 Tier 1 - Industry
Focus - Energy Transactions:
Oil & Gas
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